
~ Department of Environmental Quality
To protect, conserve and enhance the quality of Wyoming's

environment for the benefit of current and future generations.

Matthew H. Mead, Governor John Corra, Director

October 13, 2011

Mr. Larry Teahon
Carneco Resources
P.O. Box 1210
Glenrock, WY 82637

RE: TFN 3 1/251, PSR-2 Well Installation Proposal
Permit 603, Cameco Resources (CR)

Dear Mr. Teahon:

The Land Quality Division (LQD) has completed the review of the referenced proposal with
several comments. It would be appreciated if a response to comments could be submitted prior to
the installation of the wells.

If you have any questions, please contact me at pam.rothwell@wyo.gov or 777-7048.

Sincerely,

Pain Rothwell
District I Assistant Supervisor
Land Quality Division

Enclosure

cc: Cameco Resources, Cheyenne, WY
Doug Mandeville, NRC
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TFN 3 1/251, PSR-2 Shallow Groundwater Characterization Plan & Well Installation Proposal

Permit 603, Cameco Resources

INTRODUCTION

The LQD received the proposal for new well installations on October 4, 2011. The wells will be
used to obtain information to evaluate whether the treated wastewater from PSR-2 is leaking into
shallow groundwater and/or shallow sand units. The following review of the proposal should be
considered. LQD would appreciate response to the comments before the wells are installed.

COMMENTS

I. The estimated well depth is 50 feet for all wells, except for the two replacement wells.
From the data it appears there are 2 zones of contamination, the upper zone is less than 15
feet bgs and the lower zone is deeper. Both plumes need to be evaluated. It is
recommended that CR investigate both zones of elevated selenium. (SI)

2. The background water quality well is located down gradient (assumed gradient) from the
irrigation circle and may not be representative. It is recommended that CR install the
background well further from the irrigation circle to prevent it from being contaminated
by infiltration firom the irrigation circle. (SI)

3. The location of new wells may not give an accurate estimate of gradient. The new well
locations should be in a triangular configuration, not a straight line as proposed. The
gradient is assumed to be to the south or southeast, but there's no supportive data. The
text also states that the water table may be mounded beneath PSR #2. If the water table is
mounded beneath PSR #2, the gradient close to the reservoir in this location would be to
the south or southeast. (SI)

4. The emphasis of the characterization plan is southeast of the reservoir. There are no
wells proposed south of the southwest portion of PSR #2. Please include wells to the
south of the southwest portion of the reservoir. (SI)

5. Irrigation Circle #2 is not shown correctly on the map and the permit boundary is shown
incorrectly on Figure 1. Please correct Figure 1 to show the correct permit boundary and
the correct outline of the irrigation circle. (SI)

6. The Irrigator #2 data selenium concentration graph shown on Figure 2 only presents data
through 2007. Please include the post 2007 data on the graph. (SI)


